Chant list : September 23rd, 2023!
Fridays for Future Toronto – Climate Strike
Thank you for accepting to lead chants. The only instructions are: keep it civil, don’t be shy, and have fun!

Clean air is a right, we will not give up the
fight!
Clean water is a right, we will not give up the
fight!
Clean earth is a right, we will not give up the
fight!
Our future is our right, we will not give up the
fight!

We’ll organize and shut it down,
‘till climate action is in town!
We’ll organize and celebrate,
‘cause climate action is our fate!

[*Call & Response*]
When Mother Earth is under attack, what do
we do?
(Unite, fight back!)
When the trees are under attack, what do we
do?
(Unite, fight back!)
When the water is under attack, what do we
do?
(Unite, fight back!)
When our future is under attack, what do we
do?
(Unite, fight back!)

[*Call & Response*]
It’s code red, but not too late!
(It’s code red, but not too late!)
‘cause climate justice is our fate!
(‘cause climate justice is our fate!)
It’s code red, but not too late!
(It’s code red, but not too late!)
A better world, we will create!
(A better world, we will create!)

[*Call & Response*]
Whose planet? (OUR PLANET!)
Whose lives? (OUR LIVES!)
Whose future? (OUR FUTURE!)

[*Call & Response*]
When I say climate, you say JUSTICE!
Climate (JUSTICE!)
Climate (JUSTICE!)

We are unstoppable, another world is
possible!
(or)
Youth are unstoppable, another world is
possible!

Wall Street, Bay Street
Listen listen up
The planet is dying
Start to give a *clap*

You can’t drink oil, keep it in the soil!

Tar sands kill, pipelines spill!

You can’t stop the revolution!
We are the climate solution!

The seas are rising and so are we!

Water is life
Water is sacred
Stop the pipelines
Stop the hatred.

Divided we fail
United we stand
No one is illegal
On stolen native land!

For our future, for our life,
For our planet: climate strike!

There ain’t no power like the power of the
people cause the power of the people don’t
stop (say what?)

What do we want? (A just transition!)
When do we want it? (NOW!)

Se-pa-rate oil and state!
We can-not afford to wait!

Hey hey, ho ho! Fossil fuels have got to go!
Ho ho, hey hey! Climate justice starts today!

Hey hey, ho ho! TMX / CGL has got to go!
Ho ho, hey hey! A just transition starts today!

[*Repeat after me each line*]
I don’t know what you’ve been told
But fossil fuels have got to go!
We protest as you can see!
‘cause we ain’t got a planet B!

[*Repeat after me each line*]
I don’t know what you’ve been told
But TMX has got to go!
Trans Mount-ain must face the facts!
We will stop you in your tracks!

[*Repeat after me each line*]
I don’t know what you’ve been told
But Coastal GasLink’s got to go!
TC Energy, face the facts!
We will stop you in your tracks!

[*Repeat after me each line*]
Keep it, keep it in the ground
I said keep it, keep it in the ground
The climate crisis is goin’ down
So, keep it, keep it in the ground!

Listen to us youth who cry,
DO NOT LET OUR PLANET DIE!
Listen to us when we say,
CLIMATE ACTION, NOT DELAY!

The climate crisis is a war
Of the rich against the poor.
We, the people are here to say
WE WILL MAKE POLLUTERS PAY!

1-2-3-4
Climate crisis at our door!
5-6-7-8
The laws of physics will not wait!

[*Call & Response*]
TMX? / CGL? / Line 3?
(We will stop it! Climate-wrecking will not
profit!)

Think about your leg-a-cy,
Fossil fool or fossil free!

Act now, for goodness sake!
Our planet’s fu-ture is at stake!

Hey Hey, Ho ho
The 413 Has got to go

If you breathe air, you should care!

No more coal, no more oil
Keep that carbon in the soil

System Change
Not climate change

Ho Ho, Hey Hey
Climate Justice, When?
TO-DAY!

So-so-so,
solidarité!

